Summary
Introduction
The cooperatives exist approximately for two hundred years. 2 They operate in different social (economical) fields and have a longer life expectancy than profit (business) societies. Almost half of the world population provides the funds thanks to the cooperatives. 3 In the world, there are three times more members of the cooperatives than the shareholders, while in the fast growing states of the BRIC group, there are four times more members of the cooperatives than the shareholders. 4 2 The first cooperative in Serbia was founded in 1846 in Backi Petrovac. In 1895 the Association of Serbian agricultural cooperatives was established, that participated in the founding of the International Cooperative Alliance, London, 1895. Railway savings-loan cooperative was established in 1891 (seven years after putting into traffic the first railway; it had over 100,000 cooperative members, and employed around 100 workers), in order to help railway workers overcoming material difficulties, and the first agricultural-loan cooperative was founded 1894 in the village Vranovo, near Smederevo, in order to protect poor farmers from usurers and commercial speculators (Popović, V., 2012; Predlog Zakona o zadrugama; Izveštaj o zadrugama i zadrugarstvu). 3 In the European Union, 246,000 registered cooperatives employ 4.8 million people and have 144 million members of cooperatives, which means that every third citizen of the EU is a member of some cooperative. In the US, every fourth citizen is a member of some cooperative, the largest energy companies are cooperatives (Izveštaj o zadrugama i zadrugarstvu). 4 Cooperatives are particularly prominent in several sectors. Agricultural cooperatives in
Europe have a total of 60% of market share in the area of processing and marketing of agricultural products and around 50% shares in the procurement of raw materials. In the US, cooperatives have a 28% of the market share in the processing and marketing of agricultural products and 26% in the procurement of raw materials. Worldwide there are about 53 000 credit cooperatives and credit unions. In Europe there are about 4,200 credit cooperative banks with 63,000 branches. These cooperative banks have 50 million members (about 10% of the European population), 181 million clients, 780 000 employees, 5.65 billion Euros assets and average market share of about 20%. In the European retail sector 3200 consumer cooperatives employ 400 000 people, have 29 million members, 36,000 sales outlets and 73 billion Euros turnover. When we talk about the service sector, the presence of cooperatives is particularly significant in the US, where nearly 1,000 cooperatives control 40% of the national electricity distribution system, covering 75% of the territory of the United States and providing services to 37 million members and their households. Cooperatives play a leading role in supplying drinking water in Argentina and Bolivia, where a large urban cooperative supplies water to some 700 000 beneficiaries. Workers are organized into cooperatives in various industrial branches. In Italy there are over 25 000 workers' cooperatives. In Spain, between 1998 and 2008 was established about 14 000 new cooperatives, of which 75% are the working cooperatives. The sectoral distribution of workers' cooperatives varies from country to country. In France, there are many workers' cooperatives in production and construction, and only a small number in the service sector. In Uruguay, on the other hand a small number of cooperatives is present in the area of production, while a large number of cooperatives is present in the field of transport and services. According to the International Federation of cooperative mutual insurance, cooperatives, in 2008, in the global insurance market had a share of 25%, of which 44% in Germany, 39% in France, 38% in Japan, 30% in the US and Canada (Borzaga, Galera, 2012) .
The cooperatives play a key role in the stabilization of the economy, particularly in the sectors marked with a high degree of insecurity and price instability, such as the sector of agriculture and finances. Cooperative banks in Europe, as well as the credit unions in the US, represent a factor of the stabilization of the banking system. 5 Since the establishment, the cooperatives constantly adapt to circumstances 6 (new cooperative forms emerge), appearing as a significant factor in solving problems of local community or different user groups (Borzaga, Galera, 2012) . In times of crisis, cooperatives solve the employment and business issues 7 in a more efficient way than commercial companies (Borzaga, Galera, 2012 ; Izveštaj o zadrugama i zadrugarstvu).
Cooperatives have certain drawbacks reflected in limited access to sources of capital in the capital market, due to which the cooperatives are oriented on their own resources or on loans (Jurić, 2006) . Therefore in the last two decades, a cooperative law undergone reforms, 8 in order to, in accordance with the principle of freedom of entrepreneurship, ensure that cooperatives have the equal position in relation to the other economic entities (Izveštaj o zadrugama i zadrugarstvu) as well as to provide additional options for the collection of their own capital (Avsec, 2009 ). The reforms are characterized by a tendency of diminishing differences between the cooperatives and the companies, in 5 In Serbia since 2005, the establishment of savings and loan cooperatives is prohibited, but at the same time the largest cooperative banks in the world (Credit Agricole Bank, as the largest global cooperative system, and Raiffeisen Bank, the oldest cooperative bank in Europe and the world) have permission to operate (Izveštaj o zadrugama i zadrugarstvu). 6 In theory of the cooperative movement, more than one model of cooperative organization stands out, among which three particularly influenced the cooperative movement in our region, namely: Rochdale model (developed in England after the strike of weavers in 1843, which enabled free entry and exit from the cooperative, equality of cooperative members, regardless of the amount of registered shares), Raiffeisen model (developed in Germany in 1848, at the time of the great famine, in order to provide opportunities to poor class society to be supplied with basic groceries; in 1854 the first credit union was founded, where cooperative members had joint and unlimited liability, while a surplus of income were entered into a cooperative reserve fund), Schulze-Delic model (developed in Germany in 1849, excludes state aid, allowing the division's reserve fund, attracting capital through the remuneration, limited liability of cooperative members) (Izveštaj o zadrugama i zadrugarstvu). 7 According to the opinion of the certain authors, cooperatives were created as a response of workers to poor working conditions, increased unemployment and poverty, as an alternative to the capitalist economic system (Morel, 2014 ). 8 UN Resolution 64/136 on cooperatives encourages the governments to consider the legal aspects of regulating the activities of cooperatives in order to increase the growth and sustainability of cooperatives (in the socio-economic environment that is rapidly changing), through the provision of equal opportunities for cooperatives relative to other business and social enterprises, including tax reliefs and access to financial services and markets (Izveštaj o zadrugama i zadrugarstvu).
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favor of the latter model. 9 In a comparative law, there has been visible a different approach to the issues related to cooperatives and the system of cooperative societies, in one group of countries these issues are regulated under the Code (trade -Czech Republic, Slovakia or civil -Italy); in the second group of countries the cooperative issues are regulated under the Law on Cooperatives of general character (Greece, Portugal, Bulgaria, Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina); in the third group more specific cooperative laws are adopted (Austria, Germany, France, Spain). 10 In Republic of Serbia, this matter is regulated by a single law, the Law on Cooperatives (LOC), in accordance with the recommendations of the International Cooperative Alliance.
For the reformed cooperative law, the rules contained in Regulation EU 1435/03 of July 22, 2003 on the Statute of the European Cooperative Society have a special significance, as well as the American Uniform Limited Cooperative Association Act (ULCAA), which was passed in 2007. The legal analysis of the abovementioned rules as well as the rules contained in LOC will be conducted using the comparative legal method in combination with inductive and deductive research method. Special focus in this paper will be placed to issues related to the legal status and legal nature of the cooperatives, as well as those which define the legal framework, set limits in terms of organization, investment, management, business object. 11 The legal analysis of these issues is aiming to determine which national rules governing cooperatives should be amended or defined de lege ferenda, in order to bring Serbian regulations on cooperatives into line with the latest cooperative developments worldwide.
The legal nature of cooperatives
The question of the legal nature of cooperatives is one of the fundamental questions that legal theory tried to give an answer to. Cooperatives are determined as a form of a company or as a sui generis association (Vitez, 1998) . Due to the reform of the cooperative sector, this issue becomes current again.
In order to be able to give an answer to this question, one needs to take into consideration the rules governing cooperative values and principles. These rules are defined by the International Cooperative Alliance in 1995 and implemented in 9 There is an attitude that tendencies of 'compensation' of all forms of business organizations should be stopped, that they are contrary to the aims of the cooperative organization, which is why in some countries (Sweden) it is not accepted that its members acquire the status of persons who do not use the services of the cooperative (Hagen, 2002; Avsec, 2009 ). 10 There are 14 different laws gоverning coopertatives in Spain (Ibáñez, 2011) . 11 Statistically observed, the system of cooperative societies in Serbia is in a difficult position.
The number of active cooperatives is stagnant (there are about 2200), with the largest number of agricultural cooperatives (65%), which absorb the largest number of employees (of 4707 employees, 80.6% is employed in these cooperatives), and approximately 120,000 citizens of Serbia are members of some of the cooperatives (Predlog Zakona o zadrugama).
our and some international legal acts. 12 According to the LOC, the cooperatives are based on the values of self-help (characterized by the congruence of the cooperative members and service beneficiaries, members of the cooperative are not only investors of capital and administrators, but also the beneficiaries of cooperative services in the broadest sense of the word: as suppliers, customers, employees, etc) (Avsec, 2009), self-responsibility, democracy, equality, fairness and solidarity (Art. 4, par. 2). For the realization of cooperative values, establishment and operation of cooperatives are important principles that include: voluntary and open membership (cooperatives are open to all persons who can use its services); democratic member management and control (every member of the cooperative shall have equal right in the management and control of the business, according to the principle of one member -one vote); economic cooperation of members (cooperative members contribute to the capital and therefore have the right to surplus distribution); autonomy and independence (in relations with the state and other organizations); education, training and information; collaboration with other cooperatives; care of the community (cooperatives are committed to sustainable development in accordance with policies approved by the members) (Art. 4, par. 3). If aforementioned principles are taken into account (primarily the principle of identity, coincidence of service beneficiaries and members of the cooperative, the principle of cooperation openness, the principle of democratic control of cooperative operations by its members), 13 together with the main objective of the cooperative organization (meeting the needs of its members and not profit-making) (Timčić, 2016) , it could be said that cooperatives, by their nature, are sui generis associations. They can not be organized as a company, nor can they join or merge with the company or other legal entity that is not cooperative or take the form of the company or other legal entity (Art. 5 par. 2 LOC). However, the above mentioned assertion, about the legal nature of the cooperative, is not in accordance with the reformed cooperative rules, which are mainly encountered in the EU Regulation 1435/03 (Fici, 2013) , aiming to bring closer the rules governing cooperatives with the respective ones applicable to companies. 14 The Regulation contains provisions which deviate from the conventional principles and rules of the cooperative law. Firstly, unlike the LOC, according to which the member of a cooperative society can only be a person who either operates through the cooperative, uses its services or in any other way directly participates in achieving objectives for which the cooperative was established (Art. 3), Regulation (Art. 14 par. 2) contains deviation from the principle of identity, because the status of a cooperative member can also have an entity who invests capital (thus acquires certain property and management rights in the 12 For example, Art. 2. of Croatian LOC, Art. 6. Uniform Act on Cooperatives, enacted by OHADA, December 15, 2010. 13 These principles are different from those which are characteristic for the operation of other business entities 14 In France, the debate about the legal nature of cooperatives is ad acta since 1947 and adoption of the respective rules according to which cooperatives are considered as a form of commercial companies (Ripert, Roblot, 1998 15 Second, the principle of open membership is basically limited. According to the applicable the rules of LOC, the status of members of the cooperative is acquired if the competent authority accepts the request for membership (if the request is not accepted, it may be appealed to the general meeting) (Art. 25). And, when it comes to members investors, they can acquire that status only if the general meeting accepts the request (not appealable) (Art. 14, par. 2 of the Regulation). It means that the cooperative is more closed than it is an open form of organization. Third, the rule that the cooperative is managed by its members, in accordance with the principle of "one member -one vote" (Art. 33 LOC), basically applies to the reformed rules. However, the Regulation contains exemptions from this principle, providing that: a) statute may determine that a member is entitled to a certain number of votes, determined according to his participation in the activities of the cooperative, and such attribution can not exceed five votes per member or 30% of the total voting rights; b) in the case of cooperatives engaged in financial affairs or insurance activities, the granted right to vote can not exceed five votes per member or 20% of total voting rights; v) non-user (investor) members can not have together more than 25% of the total voting rights;
16 g) the participation of employees' representatives in the general meetings or in the section or sectorial meetings, provided that the employees' representatives do not together control more than 15 % of total voting rights (Art. 59).
In addition to the rules that fundamentally change the classic cooperative principles, 17 in the Regulation, the guidelines encountered at numerous places suggest that cooperatives are nothing but a kind of company 18 to which apply the rules that also apply to joint stock companies. 19 Thus, Preamble to the Regulation indicates that companies of all types should allow operations at the Community level (item 2). Or, that the regulations governing joint stock company apply to the cooperative in terms of: the appointment of experts and the valuation role (Art. 4, par. 6); publication of the registered data and documents (Art. 11 par. 5); issues relating to the status change of the merger -the draft of the contract, the publication of the draft of the contract, a report by independent experts, control of the legality of the merger, the announcement of completion of the merger (Art. 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 29, 30, 32 ).
Based on these findings, it can be said that the reformed cooperative has a nature sui generis of the company to which the rules governing joint stock companies or limited liability companies apply on issues that are not regulated by the cooperative regulations. 20 
The legal framework for the organization and business activities of cooperatives
Cooperatives as a sui generis entity are characterized by certain specific rules which differentiate them from the companies. These rules form the special legal framework for their establishment and operation. Among those rules, out of particular importance for the existence of cooperatives as separate legal entities, are the rules that define: a) the number of the founders of the cooperative; b) membership in a cooperative; v) activity; g) the share capital; d) the right to vote, quorum and decision-making; f) profit distribution.
A) In contrast to companies that may be established by one or more founders, rules on cooperatives require higher number of founders, which is particularly noticeable in 18 In the OHADA Uniform Act there are not provisions about which rules apply to the regulation of matters not regulated by cooperative rules, whereas the art. 21 provides that, depending on the activities performed by the cooperatives have a civil or commercial character, from which it could be concluded that when they have a commercial character, if necessary, the provisions of the law regulating the status of companies shall apply. 19 In Art. 13. LOC it is determined that on issues that are not regulated by law, provisions of the law governing the legal status of limited liability companies apply (in Art. 34, par. 2 stipulates that on the responsibility of members of the authorities of the cooperative to the cooperative apply the provisions of the law that regulate the position of the companies, in the part regulating specific functions to the society, unless this law provides otherwise). The Croatian LOC (Art. 24, 29, 44) determines that the relevant provisions of the Companies Act apply to be the responsibility of the members, that is to say, on the process of merger, acquisition, division and liquidation apply provisions governing joint stock companies. 20 In Italy, depending on the number of members and the amount of assets, there is the possibility that the statute shall only determine which rules apply to the cooperative. If the cooperative has more than 20 members, and assets not exceeding one million euros, then the statute may provide that on the cooperative apply the provisions governing limited liability companies (if the above criteria are exceeded, then the rules governing joint stock companies apply) (Avsec, 2009 ).
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Miodrag Mićović the former rules. 21 In order to facilitate the establishment of cooperatives, especially farmers in the villages where there has been a substantial decline in the number of inhabitants, according to the applicable LOC, the minimum number of founders is reduced to five, except that this number can not consist of people who live in the same household with the founder (Art. 15). 22 B) According to the LOC, cooperative is a special form of organization of natural persons (Art. 2) and consequently the status of its members can only have the natural (not legal) person (Art. 3). These guidelines differ from the regular, according to which cooperatives are not any particular form of organization of natural persons, which means that there are no obstacles to the founders of the cooperative to appear as natural and legal entities. 23 In addition, the denial of legal entities to acquire the status of member cooperatives, the cooperatives are held in a subordinate position in relation to companies contrary to the above mentioned recommendations on the need to provide to the cooperatives additional opportunities to raise capital and provide the same conditions for business, that the other economic entities have (Timčić, 2016) .
By the applicable cooperative rules, not only that the circle of its members is limited, according to the type of subjects, but also according to the principle of identity, the effects of which are kept in absolute terms, it is provided that the status of the cooperatives among natural persons can only have those who are service beneficiaries of the cooperative (the so-called cooperative members), but not those who would like to invest the capital in the cooperative, as set out in the EU Regulation 1435/03.
Potential cooperative members can become members of the cooperative if they fulfil additional requirements in terms of: entry of the lowest amount of capital (if the cooperative members invest a share in cooperative) 24 ; activities of the cooperative and their personalities; admission (making decision by the competent authority, which has been discussed above). In principle, the cooperative rules (statute) determine the minimum value of each share (it can be also determined by the law), 25 which does not 21 According to the previously valid LOC, a housing cooperative could establish at least 30, and other cooperative types (except the students) at least ten natural persons (Art. 9). 22 According to the LOC of Croatian Republic for the establishment of the cooperative there should be at least seven founders (Art. 6, p. 1). The EU Regulation provides that the cooperative may set up five or more natural persons, provided that it can be established by two or more legal entities (art. 2). The OHADA Uniform Act has no explicit provisions on the number of founders, provided that the concept of cooperative (cooperative is an independent group .... have to be identical (Art. 20, par. 5 and 8 LOC). 26 As far as the conditions relating to the activity and personality, in order to prevent fictitious cooperatives, it is determined in the LOC that the acquisition of the status of the cooperative members: in agricultural cooperative it is necessary that the entity is engaged in business activity determined by the cooperative; in the student-youth cooperative it is necessary that the entity is not younger than 15 years nor older than 30 years (Art. 23, par. 4 and 5). C) In contrast to, for example, the OHADA Act which stipulates that the cooperatives can perform activities in all areas of human activity (Art. 5), the LOC stipulates that cooperatives can carry out lawful activities (Art. 9 par. 1), i.e., that can perform activities that are not prohibited by the law (Art. 11, par. 14). Since the deposit and credit transactions may be performed only by banks (Art. 5 of the Law on Banks), the cooperatives can not perform savings-loan transactions, which is the reason why in the LOC, unlike the previously applicable LOC (Art. 3, par. 3), the savings and loan cooperatives are not mentioned (Timčić, 2016) .
D) The minimum share capital of the cooperative, founded with the shares of its members, is 100 dinars (Art. 20, par. 4 LOC). 27 This solution is in line with the attitude that the rules governing limited liability companies apply to the cooperatives, which is the reason why the same minimum capital required for the cooperatives is also required for the establishment of these companies.
In order to preserve the sense of cooperative organization and the cooperative rule that service beneficiaries have control of management, in cases where it is allowed that the so-called non-beneficiaries have the status of cooperative member, two legal mechanisms are used, one of which is a limited right of investors to participate in the share capital (the other is limited right to vote). In this regard, the Spanish cooperative legislation primarily allowed investor members to participate in the share capital up to 33% of the share sums of cooperating members, and then share amounts up to 45% of all deposits (Avsec, 2009 ). E) In accordance with the classic cooperative principle "one cooperative member -one 26 LOC contains a solution that is similar to that of the Regulation which determine that the nominal value of the share is determined by the statute, that the cooperative may issue different types of shares that give different rights in terms of share of the profit (shares that give the same rights make the same share type) (Art. and that the decisions are made by a majority votes of the present members, except in cases when it is stipulated that decisions are taken by qualified majority (Art. 35 and 36). However, the effect of this principle is not absolute anymore, deviations are possible (the aforementioned Art. 59 of the EU Regulation) that is to say, as a rule, they are required when the cooperative has investor members. In this regard, different solutions were adopted. Under the ULCAA, each investor member has one vote if it is not otherwise specified by rules. This means that they can have more votes, but also that they do not have to have the right to vote at all. In Wisconsin it is determined that the voting power of cooperating members must not be reduced to less than 51% of the votes of all members. In Italy, investor members can not individually have more than five votes, and all together they can have one third of the votes at the general meeting of the cooperative. In Spain, the investor members can have up to 30% of the total number of votes (Avsec, p. 99, 105, 106, 116) .
In addition to limitations on the number of votes of investor members, in order to ensure management control by the cooperating members, specific conditions are determined regarding quorum and decision-making. In order to prevent out-voting of the beneficiary members by investor members, the EU Regulation 1435/03 indicates that the statute should determine the specific requirements for a quorum regarding beneficiary members (Art. 61). Or, the ULCAA does not define a quorum (unless it is otherwise determined by the cooperative rules, quorum requirement is met, regardless of the number of the present members), but gives particular weight to the cooperating members providing that: 1) the total number of votes shall not be less than the majority of the total number of votes (cooperating members and investor members); 2) and that the decision is considered adopted if it has the majority of votes of all members and the majority of beneficiaries (the system of double majority) (Avsec, 2009 ).
F) In accordance with the principle of economic participation of members (Art. 4, par. 3, item. 3 LOC) in the business and development of the cooperative, the cooperative members participate 29 in the distribution of profits in proportion to their share in the cooperative and the value of the turnover carried out through the cooperative, having covered losses from the previous period and the input of resources in the funds for different purposes (reserve fund, cooperative fund, used for investment or the capital 28 Similar provision is also contained in the other legal sources: in OHADA Act states that every member has one vote regardless of the amount of their participation in the cooperative share capital (Art. 102). Or the EU Regulation stipulates that each member has right to one vote regardless of the number of shares it holds (Art. 59, par. 1). 29 Statute (cooperative rules) may prohibit any surplus distribution (Art. 67, par. 3 of the EU Regulation). In this sense, the Croatian LOC stipulates that in the cases when cooperative activity is performed solely for the purpose of meeting the needs of their members (social, consumer, housing cooperative), when it has not been established with the aim of gaining surplus or when it is funded from the membership fees (non-profit organization), surplus is transferred to the next year after covering deficits (Art. 38).
increase), if they are educated (art. 59 LOC).
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According to the EU Regulation 1435/03, the legal reserve fund (in Serbian law this fund is optional) is equal to the share capital and the amount entered to it may not be less than 15% of the surplus for the financial year after deduction of any losses carried over (Art. 65). Given that under the EU Regulation members of the cooperative may also be investor members, it is stipulated that the balance of the surplus after deduction of the allocation to the legal reserve, of any sums paid out in dividends 31 and of any losses carried over, with the addition of any surpluses carried over and of any sums drawn from the reserves, shall constitute the profits available for distribution (Art. 67, par. 1). The Regulation does not explicitly specify whether the entire surplus can be shared (including the one that arises from conducting business with non-members) or just the one arising from business operations of the cooperative with its members, nor is determined the ratio in which they can participate in the distribution of surplus of beneficiary and investor members. On that occasion, the ULCAA stipulates that the share of beneficiary members in profits can not be reduced to less than 50%.
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Conclusion
For organizations such as cooperatives, that set up the beneficiaries of their services at the center of their activities, and which can overcome crisis periods in a more efficient manner in comparison to companies, it should be expected that cooperatives become the preferred organizational form of association of interested parties in the future. Consequently, legal acts of many countries emphasize the need to improve cooperative business and bring it in line with the operation of other legal entities. In this regard, the ongoing reforms of the cooperative sector, primarily under the influence of the EU Regulation 1435/03 and the ULCAA, are basically directed towards the corporatisation of the cooperatives, by reducing the difference between the cooperatives and the companies, with notable resistances in respect of such reforms in some jurisdictions.
Serbian cooperative legislation, apart from minor changes (amount of share capital, unequal shares, the application of the rules governing limited liability companies), 30 Unlike our LOC, cooperative rules of the Republic of Croatia specify that after deduction of any losses, at least 20% of surplus is directed for the development of cooperatives and at least 5% for the legal reserves, until the reserves reach the total amount of the member's shares (Art. 37 par. 2). 31 In Italy, investor members may, in accordance with the statute of the cooperative, receive part of the profits at the rate of two per cent higher than the rate for dividends that cooperative may pay to the user members. In the US state of Delaware to user members may receive dividends at the rate of up to six percent, and to the investor members at a rate of up to 12% (Asvec, 2009). 32 In the US state of Wisconsin profits distributed to beneficiaries may not be less than 51%, provided that this percentage can be reduced up to 30% on the basis of the founding act or statute, with the approval of cooperating members. In the US state of Wyoming proportion of beneficiaries in total profit must not be lower than 15% (Asvec, 2009).
essentially remains on the positions of the previously applicable, classic cooperative concept. For the purpose of approaching and harmonization with the modern trends of the cooperative organization, but also in favour of the preservation of the cooperative as a specific form of organization, it is necessary: to alter the attitude of the cooperative as a form of organization of natural persons; relativize the effect of the principle of one cooperative member -one vote, self-help and identity in order to strengthen the market functions of the cooperative; to protect the purpose of the cooperative organization to the maximum, and that is the satisfaction of the interests of the cooperative beneficiary members. In the case of changing the structure of its members, the conflict of interest between cooperating members and investor members must be taken into account (the first are primarily interested for more favorable business conditions, and the other in greater benefits), in order to achieve the maximum interest of both groups for the successful operation of cooperatives.
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